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Instant Text is the leading expander compatible with all transcription platforms and EHR systems. Give your staff the best productivity tool to produce accurate documentation in record time. Transcription or editing, it can be done in less time.

Visit: www.textware.com
Email: info@textware.com
Call: 800 355 5251
Contact: Marianne Kleen

Textware Solutions
58 Lexington Street
Burlington, MA 01803-4005

PRECYSE PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

• ONE and only firm to receive 100% positive comments from clients about it’s ICD-10 services¹
• ONE expert team to empower your HIM and CDI innovation
• The ONE named Best in KLAS for Transcription Services²

1 “ICD-10 Consulting: Roadmap to a Successful Transition.” December 2012.
© KLAS Enterprises, LLC. All Rights Reserved. www.KLASResearch.com

* HFMA staff and volunteers determined that this product met specific criteria developed under the work of the review process. HFMA does not endorse or guarantee the use of this product.

WWW.PRECYSE.COM | 1-866-PRECYSE
Dictation and Transcription

3M Health Information Systems delivers software and consulting services to help organizations improve clinical documentation, quality and financial performance. We offer expertise in automated medical coding, ICD-10, dictation, transcription, speech recognition, web-based and mobile technology, and clinical terminology to support the electronic health record.

With more than 30 years of healthcare experience, we work as a trusted and stable business partner to provide reliable implementation, training and support to our clients.

3M Health Information Systems
Phone: 800-367-2447
E-mail: 3MhisSales@mmm.com
www.3Mhis.com


Let Amphion be your trusted partner for transcription, coding, and core measure abstraction needs. We are passionate about providing expert, reliable, tailored solutions.

- Coding Services
  CCQM™ (Continuous Coding Quality Monitoring)—Ongoing, customizable, coding review that analyzes your coding results and corrects errors in real time.
  Coding Services—Customized, remote coding by experienced and credentialed staff with productivity standards set by record type; our staff is trained in ICD-10
- Educational/Mentoring Services
  ICD-10 Training—Pre- and post-training assessments combine with remote, live, interactive classroom and simulated practice charts for ongoing practice in ICD-10
  Amphion U—Interactive self-paced ICD-10 training is designed to enable students to tailor courses to meet individual requirements in addition to being SCORM compliant
  Coding webinars for AHIMA/AAPC Credit—Scheduled throughout the calendar year, webinars are written and presented by experienced and credentialed staff
- Technology
  Themis Cloud™—Application Service Provider (ASP) model for secured Internet access is a remote coding solution accessible by client coders and/or Amphion coders
  Triton Cloud™—Transform the spoken word into valuable documents through the use of speech understanding, natural language processing, and discreet data identification
- Transcription Services
  Guaranteed turnaround times for backlog, partial or total outsourcing provided by experienced, U.S.-based medical language specialists in a remote setting with secure, web-based management reporting tools
- Quality Solutions
  Core Measure Abstraction — Accurate, consistent and cost-effective abstraction with an unbiased eye

See our display ad on page 46.
FutureNet offers certified InPatient and Ambulatory EHR’s seamlessly integrated with outsourced transcription for cost-effective discrete data management. Specifically designed for providers with minimal budgets or IT support, our subscription-based cloud-computing solutions are easy to install, easy to use, and easy on the wallet.

- Smart phone solutions for dictation and EHR access
- Low cost domestic transcription services & technology
- Robust training and true 24 x 7 x 365 customer support
- Over 15 years experience serving providers nationwide
- Prices starting as low as $250 per physician per month

As low as $250 per physician per month!

Contact us today to arrange a personalized demo.

Medical Transcription service from MDOL will help your practice achieve more complete reimbursement without significant capital investment.

How can MDOL’s medical transcription service enhance your practice workflow?

- Anytime, anywhere access to dictation system via toll-free number or handheld recorder
- 24-hour guaranteed turnaround time and outstanding customer service
- Dictation playback, online editing, e-signature, fax, and automated electronic routing capabilities
- Advanced job tracking, auto download, auto faxing, and auto printing options
- Detailed reports to monitor line count, turnaround time, and productivity
- Exceptional quality, per AHDI standards, with multi-tier proofing

More complete reimbursements. Less hassle for you.

For more information:

(877) 246-8484 • Ext 125
mdol.com

ISO 9001:2000 certified, fully HIPAA-compliant solution
Why is medabbrev.com the most current medical abbreviation website available?

- Thanks to our research and our subscriber's suggestions, we add over 50 new authenticated entries each week.
- From our review of the medically-related literature and news media, we add new abbreviations, acronyms, and drug names.

The website is based on the book, *Medical Abbreviations: 32,000 Conveniences at the Expense of Communication and Safety*, Authored by Neil M Davis, 2011. As of January 2014 – 9,950 new entries have been added.

To see the many features (ease of use, speed, completeness), and search for the meanings of some of the recent additions (AREP, ANOC, AIPD, ARPs, AKIN, ACLD, AHCD, Adempas, apixaban) go to our free demonstration website: medabbrev.com

- A one-year single-user access license to the website is $19.95
- Multi-user site licenses are available. They are in use in over 300 medical centers. We can arrange for a no cost trial evaluation of the entire site for your facility.
- **Special Offer:** A one-year single-user access license plus the book, *Medical Abbreviations: 32,000 Conveniences at the Expense of Communication and Safety*, is $28.95 + S&H

Order from medabbrev.com or call 215 442 7430

---

Perry Johnson & Associates, Inc.

A Global Leader in Health Information Solutions

- A United States owned and operated company.
- Powerful, easy-to-use internet based medical transcription, coding, billing, EHR, EMR services.
- Able to integrate with all industry platforms such as: McKesson, Cerner & many more.
- Unparalleled customer satisfaction exceeding quality of over 98.7%.
- Access to files - view or listen to transcriptions 24/7/365.
- Available Speech Recognition.
- Electronic delivery of files from 45 minutes to 24 hours - TAT compliant.
- Unlimited customer and IT support 24/7/365.

1-800-803-6330 www.pjats.com
2014 isn’t just the year of ICD-10. It’s the year of Clinical Documentation.

- Transcription
- Coding
- Analytics
- Services


mmodal.com
A clinical documentation chain that generates accurate data, not constant headaches.

Your organization is facing incredibly complex challenges—from the transition to ICD-10 and EHR mandates to looming reimbursement and readmission penalties. You need a robust clinical documentation process that will deliver the accurate data you need to succeed.

Nuance can help. Our end-to-end, clinically-driven documentation solution, designed from the clinician’s point of view, includes a user-friendly, voice-driven front end that makes it easy to capture patient information. Paired with a suite of solutions and services—including CDI, Computer-Assisted Coding and CAPD—Clintegrity 360 helps ensure a high degree of accuracy all along the clinical documentation chain.

See how a stronger clinical documentation chain can increase EHR adoption, reduce cost and optimize reimbursement.

For a no-cost, no-obligation clinical documentation assessment, visit nuance.com/go/clintegrity or call 877-805-5902.
The advent of ICD-10 increases focus on the importance of clinical documentation improvement (CDI) in maintaining coding accuracy and protecting reimbursement. To support your CDI initiatives, Optum designed a comprehensive approach that combines industry-leading technology with extensive expertise to yield better financial results and improved patient care. Optum’s comprehensive CDI solution incorporates:

**Change management to ensure effective policies, procedures and staffing.**
Optum consultants provide expert guidance in managing organizational change to ensure that our CDI technology will deliver the maximum possible benefit to your hospital. Our services include pre-implementation documentation review and analysis along with operational assessments to ensure the right people, workflows and processes are in place to support a more automated, streamlined approach to CDI.

**Education to integrate CDI into existing workflows and prepare for ICD-10.**
The program also includes custom physician and staff education, as well as ongoing follow-up to refine the program and ensure positive interaction between the medical and HIM staff. We address the specific needs of physicians, coders and CDI staff to help prepare your organization for a smoother ICD-10 transition.

**Technology that automates and streamlines CDI for better documentation, financial results and patient care.**
The Optum CDI Module identifies cases with the greatest opportunity for improvement, maximizing CDI efficiency, quality, and workflow. Built on our patented LifeCode® NLP engine, the module streamlines the inpatient CDI process from start to finish, with automatic chart review, query assembly, routing, and chart completion that happens concurrently with patient stays, to ensure records are accurate and complete prior to discharge and billing.

**Ongoing engagement for monitoring, fine-tuning, reporting and maximizing results.**
Once your program is in place, we provide follow-up monitoring with physician-to-physician support, reviews for continuous improvement, and change management support.

**Turn to Optum for innovative CDI solutions.** With nearly three decades of improving health information through patient-centered insights, innovative technology, and skilled consulting solutions, Optum is the right choice for your clinical documentation improvement needs. Contact us today to learn more about the benefits a complete documentation improvement program can yield.

For more information:
Visit:  www.optum.com
Email:  perform@optum.com
Phone:  866.322.0958
Transcription Simplified.

Plans starting at 8.5¢ per line
Dictate with iPhone, iPad, telephone, or DVR
Save reports as PDF, RTF, or Text
Start dictating in under 5 minutes

OvernightScribe.com
Sign up now. Dictate in minutes.
Meet Dr. Jones

You know Dr. Jones... you probably even have a Dr. Jones of your own. He loves to say things like, "I didn’t go to Med school to spend all day typing in the stupid computer... I went to Med School to treat patients!"

And while no one wants Dr. Jones to get more upset than he already is, your facility needs Structured Data from Dr. Jones for CDI, CAC, MU, HIE and a bunch of other acronyms that Dr. Jones could give a hoot about. Dr. Jones doesn’t care about structured data. Dr. Jones is focused on caring for his patients...

... which is why Records One has developed the v6 platform.

v6 converts unstructured clinical text into structured, coded, clinical data for:
- CDI
- CAC
- MU
- HIE
- ACO

and all the other acronyms.

BE READY in 8 weeks or less!

Get ready for ICD-10 with v6 CACDIS in 8 weeks or less!

If you think that you are too late to be prepared for ICD-10, you’re not!

Built for you. Built for Dr. Jones. Built for healthcare.

www.recordsone.com
888.801.0106